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I.

Looking for a century, inquiring after it, investigating its whereabouts—that sounds like an odd idea. Who ever lost a century? Two different perpetrators come to mind: A century may have sunk into collective oblivion. This happens every now and then. Large chunks of time, deserted by posterity, can disappear from the memory of anyone but a small coterie of antiquarians and professional record-keepers. Sometimes, very long periods of time are erased from national consciousness. Thus, the Chinese—many historians among them—hate to be reminded of the nineteenth century, an epoch devoid of glamour and achievement, a time, or so it seems, of imperialist humiliation, abortive modernization, and cultural sterility. Whole peoples may prefer to forget parts of their own past.

The second potential mislayer and mishandler of a century is the historian. As an individual, he or she may fail to grasp their object of study, be unsuccessful in framing a narrative, an adequate research design, or even a good argument. Collectively, historians as an organized discipline neglect certain periods in favor of others. This is natural and not to be regretted. The cumulative choice of topics always reflects broader tendencies of public interest and academic preference. In the long run, periodic re-evaluations tend to do justice to forgotten centuries.

The hidden or purloined century in question here is number nineteen after the birth of Jesus Christ or of the “Common Era,” and it is difficult to believe that it was ever lost—China and a few other traumatized countries aside. True, historians seem to get a little tired of the time between the death of George Washington and that of Queen Victoria. The eighteenth century is dearer to current sensibilities, and, the twentieth century, after its calendric close, is now the focus of intensive study. Yet, a final reckoning would presumably arrive at the result that no other
period in world history has been more thoroughly explored by later generations than the nineteenth century. Historians have turned over almost every stone of the German Kaiserreich or the American Civil War, and the Victorians have never relinquished their powerful hold on the English imagination, just as the Meiji Period after 1868 is still being considered the fountainhead of all subsequent Japanese history.

In addition, much more survives of the nineteenth century outside museums than of any earlier period. Numerous great cities on every continent still bear the stamp of nineteenth-century planning and building. We still live on that epoch’s great scientific and technological breakthroughs: Photography, the motor car, and the radio still rest on the principles discovered by their original inventors. Sociologists, linguists, psychoanalysts, physicists, logicians, and the handful of historically-minded economists revere the pre-1914 founders of their fields. If anything of Western classical literature is still alive today, the masterpieces of the novel from Jane Austen through Flaubert, Melville, and Tolstoy to the early Thomas Mann belong to that heritage. Nineteenth-century operas from Rossini to Puccini continue to dominate the repertoire in North and South America, Europe, and Japan.

The nineteenth century may no longer be the most propitious launching platform for a historian’s career, it may even be—as Suzanne Marchand (a great expert on nineteenth-century German intellectual history) has recently characterized a fashionable attitude—“an embarrassement.” But it remains vividly present in terms of the broader culture—an often strange, yet seldom alien element of modernity. Once in a while, great historians and biographers bring it to life again.

II.

What is there left to be searched for?

First, we need a plausible chronology: What do we mean, chronologically speaking, by “the nineteenth century”? This is, as I shall try to show, neither a trivial nor a pedantic question.

Second, one should try to look for a global definition: Can the nineteenth century plausibly be construed as a period in world history? And if it can, how might it be done?

Third: Is it possible, after having put up all the necessary defences against essentialism and woolly speculation about various Zeitgeists, to identify a few characteristics and basic tendencies of the age?

Curiously enough, the nineteenth century is a century without a name. How pleasing it would be to endow it with a personal name! Schnitzler’s Century, as Peter Gay has called his latest book, or—we have to choose a long-lived personage—“Gladstone’s century,” or perhaps
“the age of Verdi.” Not even a major intellectual current—such as the “Age of Enlightenment” for an earlier period—has been agreed upon to express the quintessence of the nineteenth century in its entirety. Eric Hobsbawm, taking almost a global view, divides it into three “ages”: The Age of Revolution (1789 to 1848), the Age of Capital (1848 to 1875) and the Age of Empire (1875 to 1914).\(^3\) Other suggestions include “the age of industry,” “the age of improvement,” or “the age of nationalism.” None of them have found general acceptance. Even as far as Europe is concerned, there is no agreed terminology. National periodizations follow the caesuras of political and military, sometimes of dynastic history. They converge in the cases of France and Germany where 1815, 1848, 1871, and 1914 are dates of common destiny. Just across the English Channel, 1848 and 1871 are not of major importance. The term “Victorian Britain” continues to be popular among British historians, indicating less the personal impact of a long-lived head of state than the feeling that various slow-moving changes happened to accelerate in the late 1830s and again around the turn of the century.\(^4\) But none of these national periodizations leads to a more general one and to a denomination for the epoch as a whole.\(^5\) Nor can the nineteenth century (unlike the eighteenth) take shelter within a larger segment of time, something like a “late modern period.” It remains a nameless, free-standing century.

The most simple and elegant way of demarcating a century is to use its calendric boundaries as a formal frame—almost in the visual sense of a cinematographic “still.” This offers no principal difficulties. “Centuries,” of course, are mere conventions and constructions. And defining the nineteenth century as the temporal distance between the years 1801 and 1900 might be just as helpful as any more tortuously argued alternative. Cutting through the tissue of history at any given time allows startling insights into the much-quoted “simultaneity of the non-simultaneous.” When I recently did this for 1837, Year One of the Victorian age and the year when Samuel Morse took out a patent on the telegraph, but otherwise of little significance, I discovered in New York, of all places, a very old gentleman, still alive at the age of eighty-eight, Lorenzo da Ponte, decades earlier a libertin with a powdered periwig, friend of Mozart’s and librettist of his best operas, now bankrupted by a failed attempt to provide New York with an Italian Opera House—\(^6\) a man born earlier than Robespierre and Mozart, witness to more than one bygone epoch. The world is full of such minor and major, personal and structural survivals and \textit{Ungleichzeitigkeiten}, made visible by historical cross-sectioning.

So, why not be radically constructivist and define “the nineteenth century” as the sum total of all that happened between 1801 and 1900 as far as it possesses relevance in view of clearly stated values and perspec-
tives? This is not how historians really work. A small number of them believe that reflection on periodization is worth a sustained effort, that it produces valuable historical knowledge, that it is a principal way for historians to impose order upon and give meaning to the past. Among our classics, Lucien Fèvre, R. G. Collingwood, and Ernst Troeltsch took such a view. A majority of historians treat periodization as a necessary evil, without, however, being content with the pure formalism of calendric centuries. Some even flatter themselves that they are able to grasp the “world-historical significance” of events not just in the past, but also in the present.

Thus, there is an overwhelming dissatisfaction with a purely mathematical or mechanical treatment of time. A century is expected to begin and end with meaningful caesuras. This also conforms to everyday experiences and expectations. Turns of centuries, like any other progress of physical time, tend to disappoint those who trust in the magic of round numbers. The world was still the same on January 1st, 2000 or 2001, and the day after one’s fiftieth birthday is very much like the day before. In many cases, the advent of a new calendric century went unnoticed. This was very much the case in 1800. The Western calendar spread with the extension of Christianity, it did not spread further—and it spread slowly. It had taken England 170 years to adopt the allegedly “Popish” Gregorian calendar in 1756 and an even longer time to introduce it to the colonies. In France, the powerhouse of political change, 1801 (or 1800), did not mark a new sècle according to the revolutionary calendar, decreed in 1792 and officially in use until 1805. The new Muslim century, the thirteenth since the flight of the Prophet Muhammad from Mecca to Medina, had already begun in 1786. In Bangkok, January 1st, 1800, was an ordinary day: the 6th day of the waxing moon in the 6th month of the year 2342 of the Buddhist era. China counted the fourth year of the Emperor Jiaqing’s reign. Few Chinese, even among the literati class, had ever heard of the French Revolution and of that remarkable man Bonaparte. The Japanese, busy with a far-reaching reform of their education, cared little, and many peoples in remoter corners of the world cared even less and completely missed the dawn of a new century. To the Australian Aborigines, something ominously new had already arrived on the 18th of January 1788 with the landing of about seven hundred chain-loaded individuals of strange appearance and rough manners. On that day began the Australian nineteenth century.

III.

The powerful urge for a meaningful order of time has led historians and their audiences to prefer substantive to formal periodizations. A
great number of historians believe that the so-called “long” nineteenth century from 1789 to 1914 is the most suitable frame of reference—at least for Europe. Many textbooks perpetuate this scheme. The arguments in favor of such a solution are too strong and too obvious to require reiteration. But do they hold good for a periodization in terms of world history?

War and revolution are still the most frequently used criteria of historical periodization. Even social and cultural historians often adopt, for the sake of convenience, the temporal structure of l’histoire événementielle, regardless of the fact that it does not derive directly from their own concept of history. Mega-events like the fall of Constantinople, the Declaration of Independence, or the military collapse of Germany and Japan in 1945 rest on the weight of their own evidence. The same is true for 1789 and 1914. Even if one peels away all sorts of later myth-making, the shock or relief experienced by the contemporaries reverberates through the ages. Such dates are seemingly precise, they provoke little controversy, they are much easier to pin down than the more intricate shifts in the social and cultural fabric of life with their infinitely finer chronologies. Still, those mega-events invite a kind of reflection that looks at them from two sides. A “long” nineteenth century automatically means “short” neighboring ones.

What about 1914 as the cut-off point for a period in world history? It would be silly to dispute that the First World War marked the end of an era for those who had lived in the security of a belle époque. In structural terms, it overturned a specific distribution of power in the world. The deeper meaning of the War became apparent when civil society began to disintegrate in various European countries from about 1916 onwards. The war was a global one long before the United States entered it, since Britain mobilized resources in all parts of its multi-continental Empire. The war in the Pacific and in Africa began almost at once, Turkey and Japan became active participants early on, and Germany embarked upon a global strategy of subversion.9 No continent was spared. The human losses incurred by the Dominions were greater than in the Second World War, and Sub-Saharan Africa was affected much more deeply than in the later conflict.

The postwar settlement, more than the beginning of the war, inaugurated a new epoch. It redrew the maps of Eastern Europe, the Balkans, and the Middle East and sparked movements for independence in Egypt, India, Korea, and several other colonies. In China, it provoked the true start of a long-term process of social and cultural revolution, soon to be pushed ahead by Bolshevik agents. Within little more than a decade—from the fall of the Chinese monarchy in 1911 to the ultimate demise of the Ottoman Empire in 1923—monarchies disappeared from the greater
part of Eurasia. At the same time, however, European and Japanese colonial rule survived its great postwar crisis and showed few signs of weakness. The truly earth-shaking consequences of the First World War were limited to parts of Europe and the Middle East. For the United States, the War was perhaps too brief to have a deeply transformative effect on American society. Mexico experienced its own bloody revolution, unrelated to the events in Europe. For Africa, South and Southeast Asia the Great War was an intermezzo, partly disturbing, partly raising hopes for a post-colonial future.

African history and that of many parts of South East Asia is still best treated within the frame of an ongoing “colonial period” lasting from about 1880 to 1940—a very tenacious nineteenth century, or else, and less plausibly, a very precocious late modern period. The same time bracket makes sense for India, with an earlier caesura conventionally placed in 1857, the year of the Great Sepoy Rebellion. Many historians of South and Central America see the Great Depression of the 1930s rather than the year 1914 as the true end of the post-independence age, inaugurated more than a hundred years before. We may conclude that only the end of the Second World War was an epochal event affecting every corner of the world. 1914 was of major, but not generally of overwhelming importance.

A different set of arguments, more attuned to social and cultural change, points to the fin-de-siècle—the years between, roughly, 1890 and 1910—as a period of concentrated innovation in social development and also in the arts and sciences. The case has been made persuasively for Europe. For the United States, different historiographical tendencies emphasizing the turn to imperialism, the rise of progressivism, or the emergence of corporate capitalism, highlight the fin-de-siècle as a time of the transcendence of earlier forms of politics, world-view, and social organization. The same is certainly true, for independent reasons, in the cases of Russia, China, and Japan. Throughout Africa, the period saw an advance from the turbulence of conquest to more peaceful and orderly forms of rule and colonial exploitation. Underpinned by a worldwide export boom for goods and capital after 1896 (Kondratieff’s “third upswing”), by intercontinental migration of an unprecedented magnitude, and by the large-scale provision of “international public goods,” the integration of the global economy took a leap ahead. In many ways, therefore, the years between about 1890 and 1910 transformed the world much more dramatically than any other previous twenty-year segment of time. In this light, the First World War can be seen as the first crisis of a new age rather than as the culmination of long-term tendencies.
IV.

The question of when a nineteenth century could plausibly be said to have begun is no less difficult to answer. Unless one focusses on the philosophical novelty of the *Declaration des droits de l’homme et du citoyen*, the French Revolution was not an event of explosive significance. In terms of immediate and tangible effects, 1789 and the next couple of years did not change Europe a great deal. Even the execution of a king—no novelty in Europe—did not turn the world upside down. Only military expansion made a real difference. When Napoleon Bonaparte invaded Egypt and thereby rocked the entire Ottoman Empire, when insurgent ex-slaves repelled a French expeditionary force in Haiti, when Prussia and Austria collapsed, when the Portuguese court fled to Brazil, the Spanish crown disappeared from the scene, and the British conquered large parts of India in order to pre-empt a (highly unlikely) French takeover—only then did the potential of “1789” unfold with an almost global reach. And when, for once, Napoleon made a voluntary retreat, this was also of enormous consequence: The Louisiana Purchase of 1803 established the United States as a continental power with one stroke. Thus, Thomas Nipperdey was right not only for Germany with the famous opening sentence of his trilogy on nineteenth-century German history: “In the beginning there was Napoleon.”

Political history marks out the Napoleonic period as a watershed for all of Europe, the Ottoman Empire, Latin America with Haiti, those regions of Africa which were to be affected by the British ban on the slave trade in 1808, and finally for all those parts of the world where Britain used the contest with revolutionary France to establish dominion, above all India, Sri Lanka, and the Cape of Good Hope. In a few cases, new political developments happened to occur at the same time without being caused or even influenced by the European turmoil. The reunification of Vietnam under the formidable emperor Gia Long in 1802 is a good example for such a home-made effort at early nation-building. I leave it to further discussion to include the United States in this picture. Here, the older concept of the “revolutionary” generation, much refined by Ira Berlin in his magisterial work on the first two centuries of slavery in North America, seems to be immensely helpful. The control of that generation over national affairs bridged the chronological divide between the centuries and ended, at the very top of politics, only when the sixth President, John Quincy Adams, left office in 1829.

As an alternative to an early beginning of a nineteenth century with the assault on a prison in Paris, one can, therefore, postulate a transitory age of crisis and renewal, lasting from the 1760s to the early 1830s and encompassing the revolutions in North America, France, and Saint-
Domingue (the future Haiti), as well as the destruction of the Spanish Empire on the American mainland. The European revolutions of 1830, the British Reform Bill of 1832, the legal abolition of slavery in the British empire two years later, and the onset of Jacksonian democracy in the United States are among the developments that signal the end of the eighteenth-century order. It is of some symbolic interest that five of the greatest minds who crystallized the experience of the transitory age died within months of one another: Hegel, Clausewitz, Bentham, Goethe, and Raja Rammohun Roy, the Bengal polymath with his unique vision of a cultural synthesis between East and West.20

The suggestion put forward here is not entirely new. It pulls together at least three earlier proposals: first, the idea of a “revolutionary Atlantic,”21 second, Reinhart Koselleck’s characterization of that very age as an extended Sattelzeit when, under the impression of an acceleration of life and history, many of the concepts that still dominate the political language of today were formed,22 and third, the notion of a “first age of global imperialism,” during which “fiscal-military” states, based in Britain, France, and Russia, conquered large empires in Eurasia.23

This periodization conforms with further observations of world-wide significance: 1830 approximately indicates the time when industrialization spread appreciably beyond the British Isles. Angus Maddison, perhaps the foremost authority on historical statistics today, sees the 1820s as a threshold between world-wide economic stagnation and “intensive” development.24 In a similar vein, environmental historians consider the 1820s to mark the onset of a “fossil fuel age.” For the first time, the replacement of organic energy (that is, humans, animals, wood, peat) by mineral energy made a mark in the most advanced economies.25 Coal powered steam engines, and steam engines drove machines and pumps, ships and locomotives. The real acceleration of life commenced with the railroad, not with the experience of revolutionary change alone. The following decades saw the entrenchment and extension of that new energy regime. “In terms of usable energy,” says John R. McNeill, “fossil fuels overshadowed biomass from the 1890s forward, even though the great majority of the world’s population used no fossil fuels directly.”26 Thus, our idea of a “short” nineteenth century receives support from environmental history.

V.

In between the terminal dates of a century, however demarcated, individual national histories follow their separate trajectories. Some of the key dates in national histories have a stronger meaning than the temporal bracket in which they are encapsulated. For the United States, the year
1865 is probably more important than any other date since independence. For Japan, the beginning of the Meiji Restoration—in fact a “revolution from above”—in 1868 possesses a comparable founding significance. For Italy and Germany, the unification in 1861 and 1871 of these countries and the ensuing construction of more or less integrated nation-states serves a similar function. None of these are, of course, dates of global significance.

What about the revolution of 1848/49? It was of central significance for a number of European countries, first among them perhaps France, where the revolution achieved a measure of success, and Hungary where it was dramatically defeated. At the same time, it meant little to the only two European world powers, Britain and Russia. In contrast to the revolutionary decades of the 1770s to 1790s, the European crisis of the mid-century was not a transatlantic crisis. The United States at this time was much more inward-looking, or rather westward-looking, than it had been in the age of Franklin and Jefferson. It fought a war with and in Mexico and began to settle and develop its Pacific coast. At the other end of the world, the disastrous Taiping Revolution in China of 1850 to 1864, though involuntarily stimulated by missionary propaganda, was in no way initiated by revolutionary tendencies abroad.

What we see, then, in terms of political history, during the latter part of the nineteenth century, is not a world-wide coincidence or even convergence of revolutionary movements. World revolution was confined to the fantasies of a few revolutionaries. The major episode of domestic violence in nineteenth-century European history, the Paris Commune of 1871, remained isolated and unique.

But something quite different happened: a series of almost simultaneous crises of ancien régimes and the subsequent creation of large-scale territorial units through the application of rationalizing state-power. It is still too early to move beyond mere description. Comparative history has yet to discover the subject. Whether after close scrutiny it will emphasize differences rather than similarities between the various individual cases remains to be seen. At any rate, the 1860s and 1870s were pivotal decades in the political evolution of the nineteenth century. The old sociological concept of “nation-building” still offers perhaps the best general characterization. The institutional build-up of a united Italy after 1861, the transformation of Japan from a feudal mosaic into a rigidly centralized and bureaucratized polity after 1868, the innere Reichsgründung in Germany after 1871: they all conform to the model.
and noble latifundia were liberated—whatever that may have meant in practice. Other reforms in the Russian empire touched the military, the bureaucracy, education, and the administration of justice. Comparable reforms in the Ottoman Empire had begun as early as the 1830s. The results were noteworthy, but the reforms did not strengthen the empire enough so that it would have been able to withstand its modernizing neighbor to the north. The Ottoman defeat in the Russo-Turkish War of 1878 was much more dramatic than the Russian failure in the Crimea more than twenty years before. China suffered a similar fate when its cautious efforts at reform, also launched in the early 1860s, were annihilated by a Japanese military victory in 1895. Among the more successful state reforms of the period was the reorganization of the Habsburg Empire in 1867—yet another response to a military fiasco. The same year saw the federation of the British colonies in North America—the constitutional birth of modern Canada. A few months later, King Chulalongkorn acceded to the throne of Siam—one of the most appealing monarchs of the nineteenth century. He continued and extended the modernizing policies of his father Mongkut and managed to preserve Thailand’s independence in the midst of a cockpit of competing European powers. In India, an early movement towards colonial reform was cut short by the great Sepoy Rebellion (so-called Mutiny) of 1857. The British reacted in a paradoxical fashion by tightening their grip on the instruments of coercion, while at the same time reducing their interference in Indian society.

These momentous transformations have a few points in common: First, they were projects of “modernization from above,” inspired by the enlightened self-interest of rulers and elites and were only indirect responses to popular pressure. While some of them advanced “civil society” in the sense of legal equality and the rule of law, the widening of political participation, to say nothing of democracy, was of secondary importance or, as in Russia, China, Siam, and India, was not at all a consideration. Second, they took account of growing international rivalry and aimed at military self-strengthening. Third, they were part of a tendency toward the internal integration of large political units through the development of territorially rooted bureaucracies, the rationalization of state finances, and the construction of nation-wide networks of communication. In each case, the new technologies of railroad and telegraph were powerful instruments in the hands of the reformers.

An internal periodization of the nineteenth century according to criteria of political evolution, state-formation, and nation-building reveals the 1860s and early 1870s to be a turning point. Several national (and imperial) histories are deeply marked by the concentration and redeployment of state-power taking place in those years. This is true, above all, for the United States, Russia, Japan, Italy, Germany, and the Habsburg Em-
pire. In a few cases, social institutions of a quintessentially “early modern” character survived well beyond the middle of the nineteenth century and disappeared only in what could be called the Great Cleaning-Up of the 1860s. American slavery (which in Brazil lasted until 1888), Russian serfdom, and the feudal order of Tokugawa-Japan are prominent examples. All these changes took place within fluid international contexts and were influenced by them in varying forms and degrees. They differ in the extent to which nation-building reforms were conscious responses to external pressures. All the modernizing projects in the “East,” from St. Petersburg, Istanbul, and Cairo to Peking and Tokyo, were basically defensive. They were deliberate attempts to ward off danger from imperial Britain and to catch up with the dynamic forces of capitalism and military-bureaucratic rationalization.

Returning to the question of periodization, it should have become clear that a complete congruence between global, continental, national or even regional chronologies is undesirable and elusive. Being aware of co-existing “layers of time” (Zeitschichten, as Reinhart Koselleck calls them)36 with their specific rhythms and speeds is all that can reasonably be achieved. On a global scale, the two “very long” turns of centuries—the revolutionary age from 1760 to 1830, and the unfolding of full modernity between 1890 and the postwar realignment of the early 1920s—stand out as distinct periods. That leaves a kind of “Victorian” rump-nineteenth century, from 1830 to 1890, with the 1860s and 1870s forming a political center of gravity, or else a long overarching age of “emergent modernity” from around 1760 to 1920, following a truncated “early modern” epoch. This suggestion receives some backing from recent attempts to recast early modernity. Heinz Schilling, for example, considers 1250 to 1750 to be a viable unit for the periodization of European history.37

VI.

After all this juggling with dates and leap-frogging across space and time, a strong desire may be felt to turn to the “real” nineteenth century. However we envisage the shape of the century—is there anything to be said about it that is not just an extension, an enlargement, or perhaps a trivialization of what is already known from the study of, say, Germany or the United States? In a recent survey of Germany during the “long” nineteenth century, forming part of the tenth edition of Bruno Gebhardt’s venerable handbook, Jürgen Kocka has identified four secular trends: It was the century of industrialization, of demographic explosion (and large-scale migration), and of the nation-state. Professor Kocka’s fourth trend is the rise of the Bürgertum, but with a cautionary question-mark
His conclusion is that the bourgeoisie, though a “small minority,” “put its stamp” on the age.

I will leave aside the question of whether these tendencies apply equally to Europe as a whole, and move on to the problem of their validity for the world. Each tendency possesses its proper chronology. But enough has now been said about periodization.

(1) The age of industrialization? Jürgen Kocka’s own way of putting it provides a first answer. Those countries where a transition to industrial society was accomplished remained “a small minority,” but they “put their stamp” on the world at large. By 1890, the greater part of the surface of the earth was completely untouched by engine-driven industry; this is also true for several countries on the European periphery. A second wave of industrialization, with Japan and Russia in the lead, was just beginning. None of these late-comers really caught up, in quantitative terms, with the early industrializers. At the same time, goods from the factories of the industrialized countries—Britain, the United States, Germany, and France foremost among them—penetrated the remotest quarters of the globe. Industrialization was accompanied by an equally important process: the construction of an international economy, consisting of overlapping networks of transport, trade, and (more and more importantly) finance. These networks were largely dominated by the City of London, a cosmopolitan clearing house of mobile wealth which maintained its paramountcy even after the relative decline of Britain’s industrial strength. Although the industrializing countries formed the core of the international economy, this economy also integrated newly emerging nuclei of agricultural and mineral export production everywhere in the world. Thus the Antebellum South, Egypt, South Africa, Argentina, New Zealand, Malaya, and other regions turned into important participants in an asymmetrical division of labor. The first secular trend may, therefore, be rephrased as: industrialization of a North Atlantic core within expanding structures of global exchange.

(2) An age of a “demographic explosion”? The sensational rates of population growth experienced in the twentieth century must not be projected back into the earlier period. Moreover, the dichotomy between high growth in the “Third World” and slow increases in the rich societies is a fairly recent phenomenon. The population of huge countries like India and China increased throughout the nineteenth century on a level only slightly above stagnation and comparable to that of France, Europe’s slowest-growing country. Germany’s population growth was in a medium class where we also find Italy, Sweden, and Egypt. “Explosion” is the right word to characterize what happened in Great Britain, Java, and Latin America as a whole—an interesting trio of cases, since the population increased in Latin America largely because of immigration, in Java.
in the absence of it, and in Britain despite an enormous loss of emigrants. The winners of the demographic race, however, were what used to be called the “countries of white settlement” and are nowadays in OECD parlance “Western offshoots”: the United States, Canada, Australia, and Argentina. All this adds up to a remarkable redistribution of demographic weight among the continents. By 1900, if we follow the best available estimates, Asia’s share of world population had dropped sensationaly from 66 percent in 1800 to an all-time low of 55 percent in 1900. During the same 100 years, Europe’s proportion (Russia excluded) rose from 15 to 18 percent and that of the Americas from 2.5 to 10 percent.42

The second tendency in its enlarged reformulation is, therefore, not really a “demographic explosion,” but the demographic ascendancy of the Occident, especially of the Neo-Europes in the New World. Long-distance movements of temporary or definitive emigration across the Atlantic, but also in the Pacific and the Indian Ocean decisively contributed to this outcome. One additional result—extremely important for social history—was the proliferation of an age-old type of social discontinuity: the diaspora.

(3) A century of the nation-state?43 Giving a responsible answer to this question would presuppose the critical sifting of a mountain of theoretical approaches to nationalism, the nation, and the nation-state. I can only sketch a few conclusions. Not any political form adopted by a community that defines itself as a nation is a nation-state. The nation-state merges ideals of equality, elementary citizenship, cultural homogeneity, independence in a pluralist international system, superiority over others, and a common destiny with the organizational legacy of the early modern European territorial state. Moreover, the fully-articulated nation-state requires the integrative potential of modern communication technologies, above all printing for mass consumption (which in turn demands a certain level of literacy), railroads, and the telegraph. For all these reasons, the nation-state is a modern invention. Invariably, it comes about through lengthy processes of nation-building, welding together a multitude of smaller units—tribes, principalities, local communities, and so on—into a larger, bigger, and greater whole. This is what happened in Germany, in Italy, and in the United States after the Civil War.

Most nation-states in the contemporary world emerged from the disintegration of empires. There have been four waves of the post-imperial formation of nation-states:

- the revolutionary period in the Western hemisphere from the independence of the 13 American colonies to that of Bolivia in 1825;
- the immediate aftermath of the First World War (when Ireland and Egypt achieved autonomy);
- the peak period of Asian and African decolonization between about 1946 and 1962;
- and finally the crumbling of the Soviet Union in 1991.

Few cases of newly-won sovereign independence are recorded during the latter three quarters of the (calendric) nineteenth century, none of them in the non-western world. Quite to the contrary: The establishment of post-imperial republics in Latin America was more than offset, numerically, by the destruction of hundreds and perhaps thousands of independent polities in the course of colonial expansion. By 1913, the number of independent political units on the globe had reached a world-historical minimum. The British Empire alone included one quarter of humanity, a trifle more than the Chinese Empire. China was a prenational agrarian empire, the Imperium Britannicum an empire with a modern nation-state—more precisely, an imperial nation-state—at its center. The United States, bent on the course of westward expansion, could probably be seen as yet another such imperial nation-state.

In short, the nineteenth century was an age not of nation-states proper, but of old-style empires (the Habsburg, Ottoman, and Romanov Empires) persisting alongside modernized and much more resourceful imperial nation-states. The fact that Germany joined the club of the latter rather late and with limited success, has, incidentally, lead German historians to underestimate the aspect of empire.

(4) A “century of the bourgeoisie”? Again, semantic difficulties are hard to overcome. The finer shades of meaning separating “Bürgertum” from “bourgeoisie” are by themselves a frightful challenge. National paths of societal evolution render difficult the transfer of concepts. It makes an enormous difference, for example, whether a bourgeois class emerged alongside an entrenched aristocracy (as it did in Western Europe and in Japan) or whether such an aristocracy did not exist—as was the case under widely differing circumstances, in China, the United States, or Australia. Still, a few general points can tentatively be made. Everywhere in the world, commercialization, itself a global trend, opened up social spaces for groups specializing in mercantile services. Their rise went parallel with a relative decline of landed property as a source of income and power. Prominent among these groups were ethnic minorities, for example, the Greeks and Armenians in the late Ottoman Empire or the Chinese in South-East Asia. In other words, “middling ranks” did not always grow from local and internal roots; they often had the vulnerable status of alien “guests.” In each case, they were somehow touched by a parsimonious, rationalizing, and expansive “spirit of capitalism.”

A second tendency of almost world-wide scope was the rise of the “professions.” Medical doctors and teachers in European-style institu-
tions of higher education proliferated. Wherever the British Empire gained a foothold (or more than that), it exported the rule of law and the instruments of litigation. By 1920, few major countries in the world were without lawyers—many of whom were to play leading roles in movements of national emancipation.

Thirdly, the nineteenth century saw the rise of a transatlantic, cosmopolitan bourgeoisie with close ties to an equally cosmopolitan aristocracy: a class of global operators, many of them in finance, and of wealthy rentiers. This class formed a thin layer above the various national bourgeois classes or milieux with whom it was linked in a multitude of ways. It had its offshoots in Latin America, in the richer colonies and in cities like Istanbul, Alexandria, or Shanghai.49

A most interesting question is, finally, whether a bürgerlicher Wertehimmel (a “firmament of bourgeois values”) existed and spread independently of locally based bourgeois strata and milieux. There were strong impediments to such a globalization of values beyond the crude imperative of enrichment. Forms of the family, so important to bürgerliche attitudes towards the world, are highly culture-bound, and visions of the self are culturally encoded to no lesser degree and not at all easy to change. On the other hand, the quintessential bourgeois world-view—liberalism—found adherents on each continent, conspicuously so in the Americas, but also in India, Japan, and the Middle East.50 If the nineteenth century is, on a world scale, not an age when the bourgeoisie became dominant socially and politically, it certainly saw the universalization of a central bourgeois creed.

Let me, by way of conclusion, add two more features of the nineteenth century to Jürgen Kocka’s list.

(5) It was a century of frontier expansion and of the assault on non-sedentary ways of life. Chris Bayly, the leading British historian of modern India, has pointed out that during the revolutionary period between the 1770s and the 1830s, “tribal break-outs” originating in Central Asia and Afghanistan caused serious trouble for the agricultural populations of the Eurasian lowlands for the last time in history. Much of the turmoil that facilitated the British conquest of India had been triggered by mounted warriors from the North.51 That, however, was the last gasp of pastoral power. Thereafter, the sedentary majority of mankind got the upper hand. President Andrew Jackson’s policy of Indian removal broke the military might of the Indian nations. At nearly the same time, the Russian state stepped up its offensive against the nomadic peoples of the Kazakh steppe—previously an independent force kept at bay by a string of fortifications.52 In several places in the world, mobile ways of life were pushed back by armed settlers with the help of an obliging state and, coming later, of the railway. The frontier was to be found almost every-
where outside Western Europe: in North America, Brazil and the Argen-
tine Pampas, in Australia and New Zealand, in the Eastern parts of the
Tsarist Empire, in South Africa, in India, colonial Burma and in Qing
China, where the once-dreaded Mongols succumbed to the onslaught of
land-hungry Han-Chinese peasants, money-lenders, and the bottle. By
1890 (the year when Sitting Bull was shot) all these processes had run
their course. The heroes of indigenous resistance had gone down fighting
or had been bought off. The frontiers were—in the idiom of the day—
“closing.”

(6) Finally, the nineteenth century was a century of emancipation and
new exclusion, of liberation, and of a retreat from cosmopolitanism and
tolerance. The hardening of exclusive identities set in early in the century.
Ira Berlin has traced “the degradation of black life in mainland North
America” back to the revolutionary period.53 In world-historical terms,
the overthrow of systems of servile labor in the Atlantic sphere and in
Eastern Europe (and a little later in many Muslim countries) counts as
one of the signal accomplishments of the nineteenth century.54 It ranks
with Jewish emancipation and the disappearance of religious persecution
from Western Europe. However, the celebrated century of progress—in
this case my “short” nineteenth century—ends on a different and more
somber note. It ends with the failure of Reconstruction in the United
States and the rise of segregation in the South, with similar attempts to
draw deep racial lines through South African society, with anti-Chinese
and anti-Japanese exclusion in the United States, Canada, and Australia
after 1882, with anti-Semitic pogroms in Russia from 1881 onwards, with
the framing of Colonel Dreyfus in 1894 and an anti-Semitic groundswell
in Germany and Austria, with the germs of a racist literature even in
Japan and China.55

Again, as so many times before in this lecture, I have merely arranged
events instead of speculating about the reasons for their clustered oc-
currence. Unless one feels comfortable with world-system approaches or
mono-causal models, be they of an economic, demographic, or environ-
mental kind, explanations for the simultaneous appearance of similar
phenomena in different contexts are very difficult to find. World history
as a special way of looking at the past has long had, not undeservedly, a
bad name for offering premature answers to questions little understood
and less investigated. So, let us stay a while with the questions. At least
the initial one: “Where is a nineteenth century to be found?” though far
from being solved, has perhaps been shown to make a minimum of sense.
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